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About This Game

Attention:
This is the earliest version. If you want to play the final version of the game, please,
don’t buy it right away. If you want to help us with the game development, be free to

offer your ideas. We appreciate it!

Desert Craft is a futuristic sandbox where you can construct your own vehicle for exploring and getting over large territories! At
the beginning of a game you have a regular set of blocks which allows you to create your first car and overcome any obstacles.

Gradually while exploring a map you’ll be able to find new blocks.

Currently there are:

Constructing a vehicle– for now there is a basic car construction for reference.

Playing area – for now the territory is 2х2 km, there is a vastness of the desert on it including the bunker.

Initial set of blocks – when you play the game for the first time, you’re limited in a diversity of blocks. If you want to
have more of them, you have to find drawings of blocks spread all over the area.

In the near future there will be:
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Survival mode- you and your friends will have to challenge yourself in a desert with its inhabitants when having only
clothes on.

Even more kinds of blocks!
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Title: Desert Craft
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Vitaly Titov
Publisher:
Vitaly Titov
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017
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THIS GAME IS FU*KING *HIT.
Want more?
Matchmaking - S*it
Balance - Sh*t
Cummunity - Shi*
Is it anyhow great as the S.T.A.L.K.E.R games? - No.
Is a good game? I've already said that it's S***T
. Great game! i had trouble with the sound working right, but im a die hard dirt racing fan so i got over that real quick! Ai is
okay sometimes, career mode youll pretty much win every race by laping everyone once or twice wish there was a little more
challenge there but if you like dirt track racing this is the game! Fun game overall, out of the handful of dirt track games ive
owned this ones right at the top.. Orange man bad. Diversity is our strength. Dismantle whiteness in America. Destroy right-
wing populisms. No human is illegal. Believe all women. The wealthy are evil. Do not listen to right-wing commentators. There
should be a universal living wage for those unwilling to work. True socialism has never been tried yet. This is a safe space. The
hijab is a symbol of empowerment. Blacks should be taxed at a lower rate than whites. Blacks still suffer from the effects of
slavery. Islam is the religion of peace. The Republicans started the KKK. All cops are racist. Abolish ICE. Walls don't work.
People don't kill people, guns do. Ban all guns. Ban all planes. Ban cows. Ban people on social media with opposing opinions.
Fire people that don't agree with us. Feminism does not apply to conservative women. Attack Trump supporters. The wage gap
exists. White privilege exists. Gender dysphoria does not exist. Neither does God. Christians are more violent than Muslims.
Undocumented peoples of Latinx descent are not committing crimes when they commit crimes. Gender and sex are different.
Gender is a social construct. There are infinite gender identities. Ask what someone's pronouns are before you address them. It
is inhumane not to castrate a 3 year old if he says he is a girl. Abortion should be encouraged. Third-trimester abortion should
be legal. Babies aren't humans; they're parasites. Your taxes should pay for my breast enhancement surgery. Obama was the best
president. Hillary should have won. The world will end in 12 years if we don't address climate change. CNN and MSNBC are
credible news sources. FOX News is evil propaganda. Antifa is a peaceful terrorist group. If you disagree with BLM you are
racist. Russian collusion happened. The MAGA kid is a symbol of white supremacy. AOC is my queen and conservatives are
terrified of her.

Listen here, all of you white trash; racism is the biggest problem in America. Just by being white you are oppressing minorities
and benefiting from white privilege. God, white people just need to die out to get rid of racism.

If you disagree with me, you are a mansplaining xenophobic islamophobic homophobic transphobic bigoted white-supremacist
white-nationalist racist. Look at my Twitter honey, I've got a blue check mark and a million followers, so yeah, I'm a good
person. Check mate, Drumpftard!. Also worth getting !. RS is a game where each colour hazman catches charges up his gun
(kinda like match-3). But hit the wrong colour and its back to square one! If you have watched the steam page video, it shows
what you are in for. Charming title for sure, if I was to complain. The black slime can make the game feel a little unfair, as
hitting you or the ground is game over man. Controls are X,A and pad to move.. Watch Dogs 2: No Compromise ends a season
pass that did not shine. For No Compromise, a purchase is only recommended to those who are willing to spend ten euros for
another daily mission with Marcus & Co. For those looking for something new to come back and play for the title Ubisoft
purchase is not recommended.. Practiced using KovaaK's first watching this video 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=e8jjyjlwABs After 20 minutes I felt like I was warmed up Hopped on Apex Legends
Turns out this REALLY WORKS I don't get that warmed up till I play 10 games Which takes like 2 hours

TLDR: Buy it, It works... :D. My dark skinned cat girl looks god damn perfect with this, icame\/10
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The soundtrack is good, but the DLC of it is a rip-off.. After all I have endured and gathered from the initial games this takes
them all away and adds a very frustrating prison escape as well. Whats the point of getting artifacts in the last minute after
defeating eredar, collecting all the lore books getting 50 mobs in the book when you loose it all and then getting beaten up by
tedeous thugs just because you have nothing at all. no thanks. The game is a cross between an idle clicker and a text adventure
with random things happening with every choice you make. The difference being that this game is done well enough that I
highly recommend it.

Average game completion time is around 8 hours.

The music provides a fitting atmosphere for the game.

Below is a screenshot.

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1649649916. \u8fd9\u4e2a\u6e38\u620f\u6700\u5438\u5f15\u621
1\u7684\u5730\u65b9\u5c31\u662f\u5973\u4e3b\u975e\u5e38\u771f\u5b9e,
\u5973\u4e3b\u7684\u9020\u578b\u975e\u5e38\u68d2, \u5f88\u7b26\u5408\u5973\u4e3b\u7684\u8eab\u4efd....
\u6e38\u620f\u4e2d\u7684\u4e00\u4e9b\u6897\u633a\u597d\u7684..
\u7c7b\u4f3ciphone\u7684ui\u4e0d\u9519... \u4f46\u662f\u80cc\u666f\u56fe\u5c31\u4e0d\u600e\u4e48\u597d....... I was
spoiled with another game like this but better overall layout and better graphics.. Amazing pack of DLCs for an amazing game.
The new helicopters and different crates work beautifully with the new slingloading system and gives a lot more freedom to
mapmakers for insertion\/extraction or support during missions. The new weapons and wookie-suits are quite nice too, but the
real star in this pack is obviously the go-carts and the very hard but manageable time trials!. So The Gameplay Is Ok I Just Have
One Problum With The Game And Thats The Speeking I Mean Haveing A Computer Talker Is Ok But When They Speek Like
Its In Another Language I Can Not Stand So Ive Decided Not To Play This Game Anymore For That Reason.

Update 05\/08\/17 ive not played the game since i made the review im not even sure if its gotten any better i just put it in the
trash and left it there sort of speak.
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